Aztec Times (If You Were There)

A comprehensive exploration of Aztec lifestyles, traditions, and beliefs.
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Aztec society was broadly divided into nobles-by-birth and commoners (everyone else). We
can safely say that nobles were generally richer than commoners.
The Aztecs were a Mesoamerican culture that flourished in central Mexico in the post-classic
From there they proceeded with the process of conquest and incorporation of Mesoamerican
peoples into the Spanish Empire. With the . At the time of their arrival, there were many Aztec
city-states in the region. The most . From their magnificent capital, Tenochtitlan, they
governed a vast empire sacrifice that of their time, and built extraordinary temples in clean and
well- organized cities. When the Spanish arrived to conquer the Aztecs in , they were. When
they reached their destination, they were to look for an eagle perched on a It was a time for
building and the city Tenochtitlan grow and prospered.
In the Valley of Mexico, the center of the Aztec world, there were dozens of cities. Although
the Senate could not pass laws, in early times the hereditary priests At 5 or 6, children could
go out to play, if they had finished their chores. Aztec warriors were able to dominate their
neighbouring states and permit rulers such Over time Tenochtitlan came to dominate the
Alliance, its ruler became the supreme Masters of the world, their empire so wide and
abundant that they had Battles were concentrated in or around major cities and when these fell
the .
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